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oops sorry was. oops sorry the. oops sorry no. oops sorry 2 words. oops sorry communication situation. oops sorry wrong festive
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Put in 98 mins. in this game and I LOVE IT I am A huge fan of Trials from the flash games to the recent games this is a must
buy to any trials fan. Might not be as great as the others in series this game is great. Recommend this to any fan or new players
to trials.. Played this game as a kid.. This game does NOT work on Windows 10 (even using compatability settings). The devs
have long abandonned the game.. clearly the test game for the TRIALS series. It's playable. 5/10 Do not pay anything above
1.99 for it.. The AI cheats. If you have anything semi-decent and raise, they will immediately fold unless they have something
that will beat you. You can only raise when you are bluffing, in which case they will always match you and you will lose. It is
apparent the AI can see your cards and takes them into account when deciding their action.. Another of the best Adventure
games ever made. It's a real shame the third will never be finished.
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